Having built over 70 new BH-1830 Combination Rollers in almost 20 years, international crushing and compaction specialists, Broons Hire, have established a formidable reputation remanufacturing pre-owned Rollers.

With individual components stripped back to bare metal for detailed inspection, the experienced team at Broons set about remanufacturing the Combination Rollers returning them to "as new" condition for around half new price.

"All bearings and seals are replaced, all hydraulic cylinders and hoses are upgraded to current specification and structural modifications are made to bring the units up to the very latest design", said Stuart Bowes, Broons’ Manager Market Development.

The unique modular design of the Broons BH-1830 Combination Roller allows for ease maintenance and renewal of worn components.

"With Council plant replacement funds stretched to the limit these days, the purchase of costly items can be minimised by using a quality remanufacturing process for existing Council owned equipment. Returning machinery to the original Manufacturer is the only sure way of ensuring the best possible job", claimed Mr. Bowes.

Hume Shire Council in the NSW Riverina recently joined others taking up the option by remanufacturing their 12 year old BH-1830 Combination Roller.